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ABSTRACT
Long gamma-ray bursts mark the death of massive stars, as revealed by their association with
energetic broad-lined stripped-envelope supernovae1,2. The scarcity of nearby events and the
brightness of the GRB afterglow, dominating the first days of emission, have so far prevented
the study of the very early stages of the GRB-SN evolution3. Here we present detailed, multi-
epoch spectroscopic observations of SN 2017iuk, associated with GRB 171205A which display
features at extremely high expansion velocities of ∼ 100,000 km s−1 within the first day after the
burst4,5. These high-velocity components are characterized by chemical abundances different
from those observed in the ejecta of SN 2017iuk at later times. Using spectral synthesis models
developed for the SN 2017iuk, we explain these early features as originating not from the super-
nova ejecta, but from a hot cocoon generated by the energy injection of a mildly-relativistic GRB
jet expanding into the medium surrounding the progenitor star6,7. This cocoon becomes rapidly
transparent8 and is outshone by the supernova emission which starts dominating three days
after the burst. These results proves that the jet plays an important role not only in powering
the GRB event but also its associated supernova.
MAIN TEXT
On December 5 2017, the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) onboard the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory
triggered on a low-luminosity long gamma-ray burst (GRB) (Liso,γ = 3.0×1047 erg s−1 in the [15 - 150]
keV energy range, T90 = 190.0±35.0 s)9. Its afterglow was promptly detected by the X-Ray Telescope
(XRT) at a position coincident with the outskirts of a grand-design spiral galaxy, Fig. 1, at a redshift of
z = 0.0368. We obtained spectroscopy of the afterglow 1.5 hours after the GRB, which exhibited a bright
continuum and typical nebular emission lines of Hα , [N II] λ6584 and the [S II] λλ6717/32 doublet
from the host galaxy4. The host is a massive system10 (log(M∗/M) = 10.1±0.1), significantly more
massive than typical GRB hosts, which are normally metal-poor, star-forming dwarf galaxies, in particular
at low redshift11.
The early-time properties and physical diversity of supernovae (SNe) associated with GRBs are still
poorly understood, relying on a small number of sources. The proximity of GRB 171205A therefore moti-
vated us to undertake an intensive multi-wavelength photometric and spectroscopic follow-up campaign.
The light curve shows an unusual behavior and colour evolution of the optical and ultraviolet emission at
very early phases, as compared to the rapid decay observed in X-rays. A few minutes after the burst, a first
light-curve bump emerged characterizing the emission during the first two days, with fast evolution from
UV to redder wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 1. After the second day, the luminosity of the underlying
supernova SN 2017iuk started to increase, reaching its maximum B-band magnitude on December 16.4
UT,∼ 11.0 days after the GRB discovery. The absolute B and V magnitudes at peak are MB =−17.5±0.1
mag and MV =−18.4±0.1 mag, assuming a distance of D = 163 Mpc, placing SN 2017iuk at the faint
end of the luminosity distribution of SNe associated with GRBs3.
We obtained spectroscopic observations at a nearly daily cadence (Fig. 2). The subtraction of the faint
afterglow contribution in the optical spectra (see Methods) confirms the presence of the aforementioned
additional emission component during the first three days after the burst. This component is already
visible in the first spectrum, ∼ 1.5 hours after the GRB discovery, as an excess of flux at blue wavelengths
increasing towards the UV. The multi-frequency spectral energy distributions (SEDs), from near infrared
(NIR) to X-ray, at multiple epochs during the first two days are shown in Fig. 1. We model this component
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with a black-body (see Fig. 1 and Methods), motivated by the detection of a thermal component with a
temperature of kT = 86+13−9 eV and an emitting radius of rBB = (1.5±0.1)×1012 cm in the very early
Swift-XRT emission from ∼ 150 to 400 s after the GRB trigger12 (Fig. 3), and the observation of a thermal
component in other GRB-SNe13, 14.
The spectrum obtained at Day 0.975 shows broad absorption features, which we identify as SiII λ6355
and the CaII triplet (centered at 8498 A˚ rest-frame). The expansion velocities, obtained from the minimum
of the corresponding broad absorption line, are unprecedented with values of ∼ 100,000 km s−1 and
95,000 km s−1, respectively, and a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for the CaII feature of ∼ 35,000
km s−1. They become more prominent in the spectrum taken on the second day and show rapid evolution
in their profiles, from which we derive velocities of 65,000 km s−1 for CaII and of 85,000 km s−1 for SiII,
which hint at the emergence of SN 2017iuk5 associated with this burst. The measured expansion velocities
are greater than the fastest velocities ever observed in any known SN type. For example, maximum
velocities up to ∼ 40,000−50,000 km s−1 are observed a few days after the burst in most SNe associated
with GRBs1, 2, 15–17. These velocities rapidly decline such that at the GRB-SN peak the expansion velocity
is normally18 at ∼ 20,000−25,000 km s−1. Therefore the non-detection of high-velocity features in all
GRB-SNe may well be the result of having missed spectroscopic observations at very early stages of the
GRB-SN event. At later stages, additional features become apparent: the CII λ6580 line and a broad
blend of MgII λ4481 and FeII multiplets 27, 37 and 38 are observed at the same blue-shifted velocity
of SiII λ6355. On Day 21.027 we also note the emergence of another broad absorption line in the NIR,
likely due to HeI λ10830.
The intense spectral coverage in the early phases of SN 2017iuk shows that a large amount of high-
velocity material is required to reproduce the observed features and their evolution. The emission of
GRB-SNe is usually reproduced with spectral synthesis models adopting the canonical CO138 model19, 20,
but introducing a flat density distribution at high velocities. This is different from the behavior of a
canonical spherically-symmetric SN explosion model, where the density gradient would steepen towards
the outer layers21. In the case of SN 2017iuk, we developed spectral synthesis models (see Methods)
that reproduce the high-velocity components and their evolution, assuming i) a single power-law density
distribution ρ ∝ vα with index α ∼−6; ii) a stratified composition structure, where the relative fractions
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of different characteristic burning products are allowed to vary to take into account the hydrodynamical
mixing in the explosion. The resulting simulated spectra match very well the observed spectral sequence
from Day 0.975 to Day 14.936 (Fig. 2). Our model is also able to reproduce the high-velocity Si and Ca
absorption features located in the region outside the photosphere, which on Day 0.975 and Day 1.947 are
expanding at 59,000 and 53,000 km s−1, respectively. For the component above 55,000 km s−1, where the
enhancement of Fe-peak elements is seen, we find an ejected mass of M = 0.13 M and a total kinetic
energy of Ekin = 1.1×1052 erg. Using the Ni radioactive-heating model22 for the bolometric SN light
curve, we estimate the total SN ejected and Ni mass to be Me j = 4.9±0.9 M and MNi = 0.18±0.01 M
(see Methods). The total SN kinetic energy is EK = (2.4±0.9)×1052 erg, in line with the average value
inferred for other GRB-SNe3.
The chemical composition of the high-velocity material is different from the abundance pattern inferred
for SN 2017iuk using later-time spectra, but is consistent with the composition predicted by substantial
mixing of the explosive material in typical GRB-SN models23, 24: we indeed observe an increasing
abundance of Ca, Ti, Cr and 56Ni toward the lower velocity, while at the highest velocity there is a blob
of nearly pure 56Ni and other Fe-peak elements (Fig. 4). This thorough mixing is expected when the
GRB central engine injects high-velocity metal-rich blobs over a time span longer than the time scale of
the ‘shock/jet’ breakout. Although this process works irrespectively of the injection mechanism25, the
abundances derived for the high-velocity features match those expected in a scenario where the GRB jet is
responsible for a considerable fraction of the material in the line-forming regions.
These high-velocity features and their peculiar chemical composition are responsible for the blue
emission superimposed om the GRB afterglow evolution, which is only observed within the first hours
after the burst, see Fig. 1. The flattening in the ejecta density structure is due to the presence of additional
material at high velocities, which in turn implies energy input from the central engine on a time scale
longer than the shock-wave breakout time of a typical26 Wolf-Rayet star27 (∼ 10 s). We interpret this fact
as a signature of a hot cocoon generated as the jet emerges from the progenitor system8: as the jet breaks
out, the inner material transported by the jet interacts with the external layers and the medium surrounding
the progenitor star6, 7, 25, spreading sideways and giving rise to the observed thermal emission29. This hot
material rapidly cools and decelerates from highly-relativistic to sub-relativistic velocities, thus explaining
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the highly blue-shifted spectral features at early epochs. Indeed, hydrodynamic simulations30 of the
emission from such a hot cocoon reproduce the luminosity and temperature evolution observed in the early
thermal component of GRB 171205A observed in X-rays. Our observations and analysis show that the
outermost edge ejecta of GRB171205A/SN2017iuk is formed by metal-rich material ejected at 0.3c by the
jet. On the other hand, the velocities of the ejecta measured at the peak luminosity of SN2017iuk are very
similar to those observed in all GRB-SNe at the same epoch, then implying that GRB/SN explosions are
very likely jet-cocoon driven.
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Methods
Observations
Photometry After the discovery of GRB 171205A by the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory satellite mission31, we promptly
started a monitoring program using several telescopes distributed world-wide. We obtained optical and NIR observations in
the g′r′i′z′JHK filters with the Gamma-Ray burst Optical and Near-infrared Detector (GROND)32 mounted on the MPG 2.2
m telescope at ESO La Silla Observatory, Chile; additional V and RC imaging was obtained with STANcam mounted at the
2.5 m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) in La Palma, Spain. We also obtained BV RI imaging at early epochs using the 1.5
meter telescope located at the Observatorio de Sierra Nevada (OSN), located in Dilar, Spain, and additional RC imaging at
smaller remote telescopes1,2. We also obtained BV RCIC photometry with the Roman Baranowski Telescope (RBT/PST2), a
component of the Global Astrophysical Telescope System - a pair of high duty-cycle spectroscopic telescopes3. The RBT/PST2
is a Planewave 0.7m fully robotic direct-drive telescope located in the Winer Observatory in Arizona, USA. Photometry of the
object was performed with an aperture radius of 2 arcsec and aperture correction was applied. The host-galaxy contribution was
estimated by using the same aperture on different parts of the galaxy with a similar brightness profile to the source location.
Additional data were obtained with the Gravitational wave Optical Transient Observer4 (GOTO), an array of wide-field optical
telescopes on a common mount, stationed at the La Palma Observatory, Canary Islands, Spain. Observations of GRB 171205A
were carried out during commissioning of the facility, when three telescopes were active. Each GOTO telescope consists of a
D = 40 cm f/2.5 optical system using a Newtonian-Wynne configuration. Exposures were obtained at eight epochs in groups of
3×120 s, cycling through R, G and B Baader filters, which were calibrated by cross-matching with APASS DR9, using r (AB),
V (Vega), and B (Vega) magnitudes. Each photometric point was created from a stack of images collected during the given
night. Photometry was performed on the object with an aperture radius of three pixels and aperture correction was applied. The
host-galaxy contribution was estimated by using the same aperture on different parts of the galaxy with a similar brightness
profile to the source location.
The entire dataset of our photometric follow-up is presented in Tables 1-8. The values are neither corrected for Galactic
extinction along the line-of-sight of E(B−V ) = 0.05 mag nor the one intrinsic to the host with a value of E(B−V )int = 0.02
mag (see the Data Analysis section on the derivation of these values).
Spectroscopy After the discovery of GRB 171205A with Swift, we immediately activated our programme (Stargate
Consortium, PI: N. Tanvir) at the ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT). We observed the bright (r′ ∼ 16.0) afterglow just 1.5 hours
after the GRB discovery, identifying typical nebular emission lines of Hα , NII λ6584 and the doublet of SII λλ6717/32 at a
1http://itelescope.net
2http://acgo.it/oa
3www.astro.amu.edu.pl/GATS
4https://goto-observatory.org
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common redshift4 of z = 0.0368, which confirms the association of GRB 171205A with the galaxy 6dFGS gJ110939.7-123512.
In parallel, we activated our GRB/SN monitoring programmes at the Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC) with OSIRIS (PIs: C.
Tho¨ne, D. A. Kann). The first spectrum with GTC/OSIRIS was obtained 0.975 days after the GRB, followed by observations
with an almost daily cadence and complemented by additional X-Shooter observations. All spectroscopic observations are
presented in Table 10.
High-energy observations We also reduced and analyzed X-ray and UVOT data of GRB 171205A obtained with Swift.
The XRT data were obtained from the public Swift data archive and then reduced with the standard HEASOFT XRTPIPELINE
tool (version 6.22.1), after which we extracted time-resolved spectra at six different epochs using XSELECT, see also Fig. 6.
Ancillary response files were consequently built with the xrtmkarf tool, using exposure maps for each single observation
epoch. As a counter-check for our data reduction, we used the online tool for time-sliced spectra extraction available on the UK
Swift Science Data Centre5. Both methods give very similar results.
Pipeline-processed UV and optical sky images taken with the Swift UV and optical telescope (UVOT)33 were downloaded
from the UK Swift Science Data Centre. Individual exposures at any given observing epoch were combined for each of the
seven UVOT filters (v, b, u, uvw1, uvm2, uvw2 and white). UVOT photometry was obtained following the standard procedure34
using a 3 arcsec radius source-extraction region centered at the GRB/SN position. An aperture correction was applied in order
to remain compatible with the effective area calibrations, which are based on 5 arcsec aperture photometry34. The background
was estimated using a 5 arcsec radius extraction region located at a similar distance from the host galaxy centre as the GRB. In
the absence of pre-explosion host-galaxy UVOT template images, we considered our choice of a background region the best
way to remove the contamination by host-galaxy light from our GRB/SN photometry.
Data analysis
The initial two days According to the standard GRB afterglow scenario35, the spectral energy distribution (SED) is the
result of synchrotron emission from shock-accelerated electrons, which is best modelled with a power-law function from X-rays
to optical frequencies. This implies that extinction-corrected colour indices are generally constant during the entire duration of
the GRB afterglow36. At very early epochs, optical data do not show the typical decay observed in GRB afterglows, a behavior
that instead is observed in the UVOT uvw2, uvm2 and uvw1 filters from the onset of the GRB. Similar to the evolution observed
in the UV filters, a decay phase is also observed for the other UVOT filters (u, b, and v), but starting at later times. This is similar
to the observed behavior at early times13 in GRB 060218, suggesting the presence of an additional component in the early
light-curve evolution. At later times the emerging SN is visible at almost all wavelengths: the SN emission starts to emerge at
∼ 2 days after the GRB trigger5. Evidence for cooling thermal emission peaking at UV and optical wavelengths can be found
in the colour index evolution at very early times. We use UVOT data to build colour evolution curves of u−b, b− v, uvw1−u,
5http://www.swift.ac.uk/
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and uvw2−uvw1 (see Fig. 5). Our results show a variation during the first day of the GRB emission for all colour indices
except the uvw2−uvw1. Late-time variations of the u−b colour index are due to the emerging SN component. Variations from
a constant behavior are expected when we observe the passage of the synchrotron break frequency at optical frequencies37. In
our case, mm-observations and spectral indices derived from X-ray spectra suggest that the cooling break frequency lies at
longer wavelengths (see next section). Furthermore, the late-time behavior is dominated by the SN emission: we observe a
steep rise at optical wavelengths while UV colours remain almost constant, likely due to the effect of line blanketing and some
residual emission from the host galaxy (that is visible also at late epochs in the light curve in Fig. 1).
To further investigate the origin of the first emission bump and the observed colour index variations we constructed six
SEDs using our own dataset for the NIR-to-NUV range and Swift XRT data for the X-ray part. The SEDs are computed at mean
epochs of TSED1 = 0.003 days, TSED2 = 0.06 days, TSED3 = 0.17 days, TSED4 = 0.55 days, TSED5 = 0.97 days and TSED6 = 1.95
days from the GRB trigger. We note that the last two SEDs correspond to the second and third epoch of our spectral dataset.
We fit the SEDs using the XSPEC software38. We follow the general fitting procedure39 where a first absorption component
for the Galactic interstellar extinction is considered with40, 41 E(B−V ) = 0.05 mag and N(H I) = 5.89×1020 cm−2, obtained
using the Cardelli extinction curve42. A second absorption component corrects for the host-galaxy extinction by dust scattering
using the Milky Way (RV = 3.08) template43. We estimate the intrinsic E(B−V ) value from the observed NaI λ5890 line in
the X-Shooter spectra. We use the spectra from Day 7 and Day 21 to measure its equivalent width and obtain an extinction of
E(B−V )int = 0.02 mag according to the Poznanski et al. relation44. This value is consistent with the extinction inferred from
the Balmer decrement determined from late nebular spectra (Kann et al. in preparation). From an X-Shooter spectrum at 56
days after the GRB we measure Hα/Hβ = 2.89 corresponding to E(B−V )int = 0.01 mag, assuming an electron temperature
Te = 104 K and density ne = 102 cm−3 for case B recombination45. For the Galactic and host X-ray absorption component, we
used the Tuebingen-Boulder ISM absorption model46. In order to estimate the intrinsic X-ray column density NH,int, including
the effects of the metallicity, we fit late-time XRT data t÷ (1.5×104,3.0×106) s obtaining NH,int = (9+6−5)×1020 cm−2. In
our SED fits, we fix the NH,int value to the one determined from late-time X-rays.
Our analysis shows that the broad-band SED cannot be fitted with a single power-law function. At optical-UV frequencies
we find a clear excess above the extrapolated power-law best-fit function to the X-ray data alone (see Table 12). We exclude the
passage of the synchrotron break frequency at optical wavelengths as the origin of the observed colour index variation. In this
case our NIR-to-NUV data should follow a power-law function with spectral index βX +0.5, but with a lower flux than the
one observed. We model this excess as a blackbody, motivated by the presence of a thermal component in very early XRT
Windowed-Timing (WT) spectra from ∼ 150 to 400 s after the GRB trigger12. We fitted the X-ray spectra using XRT-WT data
in the interval (T0 +185,T0 +385) s, but taking the NH,int value determined at later times (see above). We confirm the presence
of an additional thermal component with an observed temperature of kT = 86±4 eV and an emitting radius of rBB ≈ 1012 cm,
see also Tables 12 and 13.
The paucity of data (see Table 12) does not allow for a better constraint of the spectral model parameters for the SEDs at
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days 0.17 and 0.55, leading to relatively large uncertainties for the blackbody temperature and radius. Despite this we observe
an evolution of the thermal component with time. The temperature decreases from ∼ 200000 K to 5000 K from Day 0.06 to
Day 2, while the radius of the emitter increases from 2×1012 cm to 1015 cm (see Fig. 3).
Evolution from 2 days onwards From Day 2 on, the light curve at optical wavelength becomes increasingly dominated
by rising emission from the underlying SN 2017iuk. We fit the BV RCIC light curves of SN 2017iuk with smoothed spline-
interpolation functions to determine the maximum of the SN emission. Our results show that SN 2017iuk reached maximum
B-band magnitude on December 16.4 UT, at 11.0 days after the GRB discovery, see Fig. 6. The absolute magnitude at the peak
applying K-correction is MB =−17.5±0.1 mag and MV =−18.4±0.1 mag for the B- and V -band respectively. This suggests
that SN 2017iuk is one of the faintest broad-lined SNe connected to GRBs3. The faintness of the SN is consistent with the
low luminosity of the GRB48 as well as with the SN luminosity peak at3 Day 11. We also compare the absolute-magnitude
light curve of SN 2017iuk with the emission of the other two most nearby GRB-SNe known, SN 1998bw and SN 2006aj49, 50.
After correcting for Galactic and intrinsic extinction, we compute absolute magnitudes for Johnson V and Cousins R filters,
correcting for the K-correction using a specific colour index method51. Our results are shown in Fig. 7.
Finally, we constructed a bolometric light curve of the SN emission using our uBV RCICJH photometry to estimate the
initial mass of Nickel in the total ejecta mass of the SN. To this aim, we have considered the radioactive-heating model22, 52
considering full trapping gamma-rays where the SN is powered by the decay of Ni and Co into daughter products: in this model,
the gamma-rays produced in the decay interact with the SN ejecta, thermalizing it and giving rise to the observed SN emission.
Assuming an optical opacity of κ = 0.07 cm2 g−1 and an observed photospheric velocity at the peak of vphot = 22000 km s−1,
we have obtained a Ni mass of MNi = 0.18± 0.01 M, a total mass ejected in the SN of Mej = 5.4± 1.4 M and a kinetic
energy of EK = (2.6±1.1)×1052 erg. More details on the formulation of the radioactive-heating model used in this analysis
and the bolometric light curve construction method can be found in literature53.
The spectral analysis Optical spectra of GRB171205A/SN2017iuk have been obtained at VLT and GTC between Day
0.06 and Day 29.926 with an almost daily cadence (see Table 9). In order to study the spectral evolution of the SN, as well as of
the early thermal component, we need to subtract the GRB afterglow contribution at each epoch in our spectral dataset, so as to
obtain a clean spectrum of the supernova component. To determine the GRB afterglow contribution at optical wavelengths, we
have considered the observed X-ray emission, which in GRBs mostly tracks the evolution of the optical afterglow54. In the
case of GRB 171205A, the X-ray afterglow is best modeled by a power-law function with spectral index β =−0.85. From
the standard fireball theory37 we know that such a value is only valid for the part of the synchrotron spectrum between the
peak of the synchrotron emission and the cooling break. mm-observations10 indicate that the spectral peak is well beyond NIR
wavelengths (de Ugarte Postigo et al., in preparation), hence we can assume that the afterglow emission in the optical range
is just the extension of the power-law we observe in X-rays. The result of this subtraction confirms the presence of an extra
emission component in the first two days of GRB emission, in particular in the first spectrum obtained ∼ 1.5 hours after the
GRB discovery, where we observe an emission excess at blue wavelengths which extends and even increases into the UV, see
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Fig. 8. A possible absorption feature is also reported at ∼ 3700 A˚, but the lack of additional data at bluer wavelengths prevent a
more detailed analysis on its origin. Starting at Day 0.975 we note the presence of broad spectral lines at very high recession
velocities, typical of SNe associated with GRBs. On Day 0.975 we measure velocities of ∼ 100,000 km s−1 for SiII λ6355,
95,000 km s−1 for the CaII triplet centered at λ8498 and ∼ 90,000 km s−1 for the FeII multiplet 42 centered at λ5169. These
velocities rapidly decrease in the following days reaching typical values observed for GRB-SNe of ∼ 23,000 km s−1 at Day
10.952.
From Day 8.905 on we also detect CII λ6580 and a blend of FeII (multiplet 27, 37 and 38) and MgII λ4481 at the same
velocities as CaII. The intensity of the SiII λ6355 line slowly decreases and becomes comparable with the CII λ6580 line. At
late epochs, the absorption velocities equally decline and reach values of ∼ 13,000−15,000 km s−1. In the spectrum of Day
21.027 we observe a broad absorption feature possibly due to HeI λ10830 at a velocity of 13,000 km s−1 (see Fig. 9). If this
feature is due to HeI we should also detect the HeI λ20580 line, which was observed in SN 1998bw56, but this region of our
spectra is affected by telluric absorption features. Likewise, we cannot confirm the detection of any other HeI line since the
transitions at λλ4471,5876,7065, if present, would be blended with other broad systems in this part of the spectrum. This
situation is similar to other broad-lined SNe for which He has been detected56–58. If we exclude Helium as the origin of this
feature, the most plausible alternative is MgII λ10914 at ∼ 15,000 km s−1, suggested by the possible detection of MgII λ4481
at the same epoch and the same velocities.
Spectral modeling
The spectra from Day 1 to 15 In this section, we present our spectral synthesis modeling for SN 2017iuk, focusing
on a few selected spectra, at day 1.947, day 7.982, day 10.952 (corresponding to the peak of the SN 2017iuk emission), and
day 14.936. We also attempt to model the spectrum at day 0.975, but the uncertainty in the subtraction of the underlying
afterglow component does not allow a quantitative analysis, thus this spectrum is addressed only qualitatively. For a specific
density and abundance structure given as input parameters, we synthesize a model spectrum using Monte-Carlo (MC) radiation
transfer simulations with the TARDIS code59. TARDIS assumes a sharp photosphere with the luminosity and temperature as
input parameters to the simulation, which are iteratively constrained through the spectral modeling. For the treatment of the
micro-physics we adopt the following parameters: (1) nebular for ionisation; (2) dilute-local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
for excitation; (3) detailed Monte-Carlo estimators for radiative rates; (4) the ‘macroatom’ formalism for line-interaction type.
Previous studies of GRB-SNe and other broad-lined SNe Ib/c suggest that the density distribution at high velocities is
flatter than the one predicted by the standard one-dimensional thermal bomb models. As an example, the model ’CO138E30’,
originally proposed19, 20 as a model for SN 1998bw and frequently used in similar studies, has a power-law density index
as a function of velocity of ∼ −6 below 40,000 km s−1 and ∼ −9 at higher velocities. However, in case of SN 1997ef, an
index of ∼−4 at ≥ 25,000 km s−1 had been proposed60. A similar structure was considered for SN 2016jca (GRB 161219B)
to reproduce the observed high-velocity absorption61 in the SiII λ6355 line with ∼ 42,000 km s−1 in the spectrum of Day
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5.52. In this latter SN high-velocity material had been reported in the earlier spectrum of Day 3.73, for which they derived
photospheric velocities of ∼ 44,000 km s−1 and a high abundance of Fe-peak elements in the ejecta.
The intense sampling at very early times and high-velocity absorptions in several ions seen in the spectra make SN 2017iuk
the best opportunity so far to study the structure of the outermost layer of the GRB-SN. We analysed the density structure
based on model CO138E30 as first input model to our spectral synthesis simulations, and reached a conclusion similar to
the above-mentioned studies for other GRB-SNe, i.e. a lack of a sufficient amount of material at high velocities to account
for the high-velocity absorption features seen in all the phases examined here. As our reference model, we first start with
the scaled CO138E30 model, in which the density and velocity scales are changed to fit to the estimate of the ejecta mass
and kinetic energy by the simple light-curve and spectral analysis in the previous section. To demonstrate that such an ejecta
structure is unable to reproduce the observed spectral sequence, Fig. 10 shows the synthetic spectra for two cases based on this
ejecta structure; one assuming a typical C+O core abundance, and the other assuming homogeneous mixing of the explosive
elements20. It is clearly evident from the earliest spectra that the model lacks a sufficient amount of element absorbers in the
ejecta, even including the Fe-peak elements in the homogeneous mixing. We further test a simple ejecta structure assuming a
single power-law index of−6 (see below); there is not much improvement for the C+O core composition, but there is substantial
change in the spectral features once this is coupled with the extensive mixing of the explosively synthesized elements. In
particular, the improvement in the first 2 days under the combination of these simple assumptions (a single power-law plus the
homogeneous mixing) is striking, and we hereafter take this model as our reference model.
The physical origin of such high-velocity material (or flattening in the density structure) has not been clarified yet. The
most plausible explanation is a long-lasting energy input from a central engine with the energy injection occurring on time
scales substantially longer than the shock-wave breakout within the progenitor star (i.e. up to 10 seconds for a Wolf-Rayet
progenitor), leading to a flat density structure25. The resulting density structure is well-represented by a single power-law with
index ∼−6. From a theoretical point of view, this model represents the central-engine driven explosion scenario (e.g. either
the collapsar model62 or magnetar formation63) better than an instantaneous thermal bomb model such as CO138E30. Hence,
we adopt a single power-law density with the index of -6 as our fiducial model.
Our reference model captures the basic feature of the theoretically motivated flat density structure and it is coupled with
another prediction from such a model: the extensive mixing of newly synthesized elements into the outer layers. To identify
important characteristics in the explosion mechanism, we further divide the ejecta structure into several zones and change the
abundance distribution in the input models for the radiative-transfer simulations. The default abundance pattern is set to typical
mass fractions of a CO layer of a star with MZAMS = 40M (C 0.01, Mg 0.05, Si 0.005 in mass fraction, with the remaining
fraction associated with O) added to the half-solar abundance for the other elements. Additional contributions are considered
for (Si, S), (Ca, Ti, Cr), (Fe, Co, Ni and 56Ni) to allow for mixing of the explosively synthesised elements into the outer layers.
These are divided into three groups as shown by the parentheses (e.g., Si and S in the same group), and the relative fractions of
the elements in the same group are fixed and unchanged. The ratio of S to Si in this additional contribution is fixed to be 0.5;
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the ratios of Ti/Ca and Cr/Ca are fixed to 0.1 and 0.33; the ratios of Fe/56Ni, Co/56Ni, and Ni/56Ni (where the numerator is for
the stable elements) are fixed to 0.2, 0.005, and 0.25, respectively. Note that these ratios reflect typical theoretical predictions
for each burning stage. Therefore, in each zone we have only three free parameters to describe the compositions (i.e., the mass
fractions of Si/S, Ca/Ti/Cr and Fe/Co/Ni/56Ni), which describe the hydrodynamical mixing of different burning zones. The
same structure is used for all the spectral sequence. While the structure below the photosphere is not known and thus the earlier
phase modeling does not constrain the deeper part, the material at velocities above the photosphere can participate substantially
in forming the absorption lines.
Fig. 2 shows the model spectra compared to the spectra of SN 2017iuk at the five reference epochs. The model luminosity
and photospheric velocity are given in Table 10, and the composition pattern (from the explosive component) is shown in Fig. 4.
The model contains a total ejecta mass of ∼ 2.5M and kinetic energy of 1.7×1052 erg above 10,000 km s−1. With this model
we also find an ejecta mass of 1.1×10−3M and a kinetic energy of 1.2×1050 erg for the high-velocity component above
100,000 km s−1. Fig. 2 shows that a good fit can be obtained for the spectral sequence from day 0.975 through day 14.936.
Absorption features by several ions at extremely high velocities are observed in the earliest spectra and their identification
is confirmed by the spectral synthesis model. It should be noted that our spectra show the existence of such high-velocity
sub-relativistic material associated with GRB-SNe directly through the optical absorption features, which represents the first
time ever known not only in a GRB-SN, but generally for all SN cases. The outermost velocity of the bulk ejecta material is
constrained to be ∼ 110,000 km s−1; the lack of material below this velocity or the existence of material above this velocity
should be visible through strong absorption.
The flatter density structure adopted reproduces the overall spectral evolution as well as the existence of the high-velocity
absorption features observed in the earliest spectra at Day 0.975 and Day 1.947. The model also explains consistently the
high-velocity absorption features seen in the later epochs at a velocity much higher than the photospheric velocity. For the
spectral sequence synthesised by the homogeneously-mixed power-law distribution (Fig. 10), there is clearly a strong absorption
by Ca II at Day 8 and thereafter. This is remedied by requiring only the modest overabundance of Ca/Ti/Cr group elements above
∼ 55,000 km s−1, while the strong absorption below ∼ 4,500A˚ requires a large abundance of Fe-peak elements exceeding the
homogeneous-mixing level. If we keep this high abundance of Fe-peak elements between∼ 30,000 and∼ 55,000 km s−1, then
they will produce too much absorption below ∼ 5,000A˚, and the observed peak at ∼ 4,500A˚ at Day 8 and thereafter will be
smeared out. On the other hand, this peak is well-reproduced by Ti II absorption. We therefore require an increasing abundance
of Ca/Ti/Cr in this velocity range, while the Fe-peak elements should not be abundant there. Further below ∼ 30,000 km s−1,
we see an increasing abundance of both Fe-peak elements and Ca/Ti/Cr to fit to the spectral evolution at Day 11 and thereafter.
The inferred characteristic composition structure can be compared to the mass fractions expected in the homogeneous
mixing of the explosively synthesised species for the CO138 model (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the overall composition structure is
largely consistent with the mass fractions expected from the homogeneous mixing of explosive material within the whole ejecta.
The heavier elements tend to increase toward lower velocities, suggesting that the mixing is not complete (while it is already
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substantial). However, in the highest velocity (> 55,000 km s−1) material this is inverted: the mass fractions of 56Ni and stable
Fe-peak elements is overabundant without enhancement of Ca/Ti/Cr. This analysis suggests that: (1) extensive mixing of the
newly synthesised elements and pre-explosion progenitor compositions is required, (2) the degree of mixing is nearly at the
level of homogeneous mixing but the layered structure is still kept, and (3) there is further inversion of more ‘explosive’ species
in the outer and faster region. This characteristic behavior may be similar to what has been suggested61 for GRB 161219B/SN
2016jca to explain the spectrum taken at 3.73 days after the GRB with a photospheric velocity of 44,000 km s−1. We emphasize
that our first two spectra of GRB 171205A have been taken significantly earlier and the derived photospheric velocities are
higher, therefore our analysis is more sensitive to the abundances in the outermost layer. Our study suggests that the existence
of high-velocity Fe is directly visible as an absorption line at day 0.975 with a velocity of ∼ 90,000 km s−1 (Fig. 2).
In the case of GRB 161219B/SN 2016jca, a jet-like explosion with the high-velocity ‘Fe blob’ pointing toward an observer
had been suggested. A similar configuration may apply to SN 2017iuk. The jet-driven model 40A of Maeda et al.23 predicts
X(56Ni) > 0.1, X(Ca) ∼ X(Ti) ∼ 10−3, X(Si) ∼ 10−4 at > 20,000 km s−1 along the jet axis. The mass fractions averaged over
the whole ejecta, including the non-jet direction, are X(56Ni) ∼ X(Si) ∼ 0.01−0.1, and X(Ca) ∼ X(Ti) ∼ 10−4 at > 20,000
km s−1. The abundance in the outermost layer in our spectral synthesis model has a striking similarity to this prediction. The
characteristic velocity of the ‘jet component’ in the model 40A, assuming a non-relativistic jet, is still lower than our dividing
velocity between the main SN ejecta and the high-velocity component (vdiv ∼ 55,000 km s−1), however, this is also sensitive to
the exact configuration. For the inner region, the same model predicts increasing mass fractions for Ca and Ti, X(Ca) ∼ 0.01
along the jet axis and ∼ 10−3 for the whole ejecta, i.e. by a factor of 10 as compared to the outer layer. This behavior is again
consistent with the spectrum-synthesis model result for SN 2017iuk, where we require an increased amount of Ca and Ti in the
lower-velocity material. This analysis therefore suggests that the composition structure is well represented by a configuration
containing a jet and cocoon. The jet-driven explosion produces a flat density distribution as well, as this is represented by the
continuously active central engine.
The outermost edge of the ejecta participating in the optical-spectral-line formation is located at ∼ 110,000 km s−1.
We reject the possibility that the ejecta extends further outwards in a smooth manner towards even higher velocities, since
such material should create additional absorption at even higher velocities than observed. Our rapid spectral observation and
spectral modeling identify the outermost edge of the GRB-SN ejecta and such material would be hidden at later epochs without
detectable traces.
The earliest spectrum at Day 0.0675 The X-Shooter spectrum at day 0.0675, after subtracting the afterglow
contribution, shows a hot continuum. Combined with the UVOT photometry the spectrum is consistent with a high-temperature
blackbody. At this epoch, the photospheric velocity must be at least 110,000 km s−1, i.e. the outer edge participating in the later
spectral formation must be opaque at this very early phase. We model the SED at this phase using analytical expressions64 for
the blackbody emission from a relativistically expanding fireball with a constant velocity. We also assume that the photosphere
is located in the outer edge of the expanding fireball.
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This is a situation very similar to the standard post shock-breakout cooling emission observed for canonical SNe, where
the photosphere is supposed to be located physically in the outermost ejecta without the effect of recession of the photosphere
until the temperature there has decreased below the recombination temperature65. While in our object the outermost layer
is expected to be dominated by heavy elements, the inferred high temperature (> 100,000 K) indicates that the outermost
layer is sufficiently ionised and therefore the photosphere is supported by electron scattering. We assume that the photospheric
temperature decreases as Tph ∝ t when the radiation diffusion is negligible, i.e. the behavior expected for the characteristic
temperature in the adiabatically expanding fireball22, 65. The radiation energy content in the fireball decreases as Erad ∝ t−1,
or equivalently Erad,0 = Erad(t)× (Vt/R0)−1 where R0 refers the radius at the shock breakout, i.e. the progenitor radius in a
canonical situation.
Assuming 110,000 km s−1 as the photospheric/fireball velocity, a reasonable fit to the SED is obtained with Tph ∼ 300,000
K at day 0.0675. The radiation energy content in the rest frame at day 0.0675 in this model is ∼ 7× 1049 erg, assuming
spherical symmetry. If R0 ∼ 10R as expected for the WR progenitor, then the initial energy content of this component must be
∼ 6×1051 erg. Alternatively, if the progenitor would be surrounded by a dense wind and the shock breakout would take place
at ∼ 300R, then the initial radiation energy content in the outermost layer at the ‘wind shock break-out’13 will be ∼ 2×1050
erg. These are roughly compatible with the kinetic energy content in the outermost layer in our spectral model (∼ 1052 ergs
above ∼ 55,000 km s−1.).
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Data Availability
The optical spectra obtained with GTC/OSIRIS and VLT/X-shooter are available in the GRBspec repository at
http://grbspec.iaa.es. The optical spectra obtained with VLT/X-shooter are also available in the WISEREP reposi-
tory at https://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il/object/7496. The optical data that support the plots and the tables presented
in this manuscript, as well as the python codes used for the data analysis, are available from the corresponding au-
thor upon reasonable request. The entire photometric dataset is also available in a machine readable text file available
at https://osf.io/apq3d/. Swift XRT and UVOT data are public and can be downloaded from the HEASARC archive
(https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/archive.html) or other Swift archival data mirror web sites. The open-source code
TARDIS used for the spectrum synthesis is available at https://tardis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ .
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Figure 1. (a) Multi-wavelength light curve of the optical transient following GRB 171205A. During the
first three days the optical, UV and NIR emission is dominated by a spectrally evolving bump. Beyond
day three, a classical Type Ic supernova component emerges, SN 2017iuk. Grey regions correspond to the
epochs of our multi-frequency SED analysis. (b) True-colour image of GRB 171205A/SN 2017iuk and its
spiral host galaxy obtained with OSIRIS at the 10.4m GTC. (c) The best-fit results using one or two
blackbodies plus a power-law spectral model for the six spectral energy distributions, obtained with Swift
for UV and X-rays and ground telescopes (GROND and X-shooter), that are marked in panel (A).
Table 1. Log of the spectroscopic observations. The values in the second column refer to days after the
GRB discovery. In the fifth column, the exposure times for the OSIRIS instrument refers to the grism
R1000B if there is a single value, and to the R1000B and R2500I grisms where two values are given.
Date T - T0 Time Instrument Exp. time
(days) (UT) (s)
2017 12 05 0.0625 08:56:18 X-shooter 1x600
2017 12 06 0.975 06:44:42 OSIRIS 2x600
2017 12 07 1.947 06:05:03 OSIRIS 2x600
2017 12 09 3.018 07:46:23 X-shooter 2x400
2017 12 09 3.943 05:58:28 OSIRIS 5x600
2017 12 10 4.954 06:14:12 OSIRIS 3x600
2017 12 12 7.005 07:24:06 X-shooter 2x400
2017 12 13 7.982 06:54:38 FORS 1x600
2017 12 14 8.905 05:03:45 OSIRIS 3x600
2017 12 15 9.947 06:05:03 OSIRIS 3x600
2017 12 16 10.952 06:11:45 OSIRIS 2x400+2x400
2017 12 18 12.973 06:41:08 OSIRIS 2x300+2x600
2017 12 20 14.936 05:48:39 OSIRIS 2x300+2x500
2017 12 23 17.945 06:02:12 OSIRIS 2x300+2x500
2017 12 25 19.850 03:44:34 OSIRIS 2x300+2x500
2017 12 26 21.027 07:59:58 X-shooter 2x400
2018 01 01 26.861 04:00:38 OSIRIS 2x300+2x500
2018 01 04 29.926 05:34:52 OSIRIS 2x500+2x500
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Figure 2. The spectral evolution of SN 2017iuk during the first 15 days after the GRB. All spectra are
shown as black curves, and they have been de-reddened for Galactic extinction, with the GRB afterglow
contribution being subtracted. The simulated emission (red curves) obtained from our synthesis model for
some selected spectra are shown as red curves. For the spectral simulation at Day 0.957 an arbitrary
constant has been considered, due to the uncertainty in the afterglow component continuum, to match the
observed data.
Table 2. Fit results of the spectral energy distributions built from GROND, Swift UVOT, and XRT data.
Epoch Γ kT RBB LBB χ2/DOF
(days) (eV) (cm) (erg s−1)
0.003 1.65±0.03 86±5 (1.5±0.1)×1012 (2.1±0.2)×1045 904.7/765
0.06 2.07±0.22 7±4 (1.0±0.8)×1013 (4.6±3.9)×1042 710615.8/55388
0.17 1.65±0.39 1.3±0.8 (3.0±2.9)×1014 (3.9±3.7)×1042 138.0/31
0.55 1.83±0.19 0.9±0.4 (5.0±4.8)×1014 (2.7±2.6)×1042 76.3/75
1.04 1.77±0.15 0.6±0.1 (1.1±0.6)×1015 (2.7±2.4)×1042 3776.9/2128
2.01 1.88±0.60 0.5±0.1 (1.1±0.8)×1015 (1.8±1.5)×1042 10513.7/2063
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Figure 3. (a) Temporal evolution of the blackbody model parameters: from the top: radius, temperature
and luminosity of the blackbody as a function of time since the GRB detection. (b) The velocity variation
estimated from the absorption line of FeII λ5169, SiII λ6355 and CaII λ8498 in the SN 2017iuk spectra
up to Day 16. For comparison we show the velocity estimated from the absorption of SiII λ6355 for the
following GRB-SNe: GRB 980425/SN 1998bw1, GRB 030329/SN 2003dh2, GRB 060218/SN 2006aj16,
GRB 100316D/SN 2010dh15 and GRB 130427A/SN 2013dx17.
Table 3. Model parameters: the photospheric velocity (second column), the photospheric temperature
(third column) and the bolometric luminosity in Solar units (fourth column) are given for specific SN
epochs from the GRB trigger (first column).
T −T0 Vph Tph log(Lbol/L)
(days) (km s−1) (K)
0.975 59,000 9,200 8.30
1.947 53,000 7,800 8.61
7.005 27,500 7,600 9.07
10.952 21,500 7,700 9.23
14.936 15,500 8,200 9.22
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Figure 4. The abundance composition structure of the SN 2017iuk ejecta that is used in our spectral
synthesis model. Dashed lines represent the homogeneous mixing levels of the explosive elements. At
very high velocity we observe an increase in the abundance of Fe/Ni, which is expected when the GRB jet
injects metal-rich blobs over a time-scale longer than the typical shock/jet breakout.
Table 4. Elemental abundances, obtained from the synthesis model, as a function of the expansion
velocity.
Elements Velocity (km s−1)
< 18,000 18,000−25,000 25,000−35,000 35,000−55,000 > 55,000
C 1.0000E-02 1.0000E-02 1.0000E-02 1.0000E-02 1.0000E-02
O 8.9382E-01 9.0110E-01 9.0082E-01 9.3120E-01 8.8892E-01
Mg 5.0000E-02 5.0000E-02 5.0000E-02 5.0000E-02 5.0000E-02
Si 5.0000E-03 5.0000E-03 5.0000E-03 5.0000E-03 5.0000E-03
S 2.2000E-04 2.2000E-04 2.2000E-04 2.2000E-04 2.2000E-04
Ca 7.9077E-03 7.9077E-03 4.1576E-03 1.5326E-03 7.8265E-04
Ti 1.5765E-03 1.5765E-03 8.2654E-04 3.0154E-04 1.5154E-04
Cr 5.2594E-03 5.2594E-03 2.7594E-03 1.0094E-03 5.0935E-04
Fe 1.1870E-02 8.6700E-03 1.1870E-02 6.7000E-04 1.9870E-02
Co 2.8177E-04 2.0177E-04 2.8177E-04 1.7700E-06 4.8177E-04
Ni 1.4039E-02 1.0039E-02 1.4039E-02 3.8650E-05 2.4039E-02
56Ni 5.6000E-02 4.0000E-02 5.6000E-02 0.0 9.6000E-02
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Figure 5. The early colour index evolution. The u−b, b− v, uvw1−u and uvw2−uvw1 colour index
evolution, computed from UVOT data in the first 18 days after the GRB trigger. Error bars represent 1 s.d..
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Figure 6. The modelling of the spectral energy distributions. SEDs for the epochs at (top)
TSED1 = 0.003 days and TSED2 = 0.06 days, (middle) TSED3 = 0.17 days and TSED4 = 0.55 days, (bottom)
TSED5 = 0.97 days and TSED6 = 1.97 days. All data sets use photometric data points obtained with Swift
UVOT for the low-energy part of the spectrum. Error bars represent 1 s.d. The SED is complemented with
VLT/X-shooter and GTC/OSIRIS spectra for the epochs at days 0.06, 0.97 and 1.97, respectively, while
for the X-ray energy range we built specific Swift XRT spectra. An additional spectrum is shown in the
top-left panel together with the best-fit results obtained for the Swift windowed timing mode spectrum
computed at 0.003 days using a blackbody + power-law spectral model.
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Figure 7. SN 2017iuk light curve evolution. BV RCIC magnitude evolution of SN 2017iuk as observed
with the RBT/PST2 telescope. Coloured curves represent the interpolation functions used for estimating
the peak brightness. Error bars represent 1 s.d.
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Figure 8. SN 2017iuk vs. SN 1998bw and SN 2006aj. Evolution of the V (green) and RC (red) absolute
magnitudes for SN 2017iuk as observed from the NOT, the OSN, the RBT/PST2, the GOTO and smaller
telescopes (iTelescope, OASDG). The evolution in the first 30 days of SN 1998bw (dashed curves) and
SN 2006aj (dot-dashed curves) are also shown, considering a common rest-frame time interval. Error bars
represent 1 s.d..
Figure 9. The spectrum of GRB 171205A/SN 2017iuk obtained 1.5 hours after the GRB detection.
This spectrum has been obtained with VLT/X-shooter in the range 3200−19000 A˚. The inset shows the
UVB arm (3200−5500 A˚), where the emission excess at wavelengths ≤ 4000 A˚ and a possible
absorption feature at ∼3700 A˚ are shown.
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Figure 10. Spectroscopic evolution of SN 2017iuk in the near-IR wavelength range. Gray regions
indicate telluric features in the spectra. The possible HeI λ10830 / MgII λ10914 feature is visible in the
day 21 spectrum, while the CaII triplet shows a P-Cygni profile at bluer wavelengths.
Figure 11. The observed spectral sequence of SN 2017iuk from Day 0.947 to Day 14.995 (red curves) as
compared with spectral synthesis simulation (black curves) in the case of a C+O core abundance (left
panel), in the case of a homogeneous mixing of the explosive elements20 (middle panel) and in the case of
a homogeneously-mixed power-law distribution (right panel). The differences with the results using the
model considered in this work (see Fig. 2) are clearly evident.
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